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ABSTRACT. We prove that the Lp-norm with respect to the normalized

Lebesgue measure on the sphere of any spherical harmonic of degree k is

bounded by a constant independent of the dimension times its L2-norm. Sev-

eral consequences are obtained from this result.

1. Introduction. In a previous paper [2] we were led to study the quotient

||Yfc||p/||Ffc||2 where Yk stands for a spherical harmonic of degree k in R™ and the

Lp-norms are taken with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure on the sphere

S"-1, i.e.,

IW = K^TT /       \Yk(u)\pdo(u)

(da(u) =Lebesgue measure on Sn~l, |5"_1| =measure of S"'1 = 27r"/2r(n/2)-1).

When p > 2, Holder's inequality provides the trivial lower bound 1. We prove

here, by using two different approaches, that we have the upper bound (p — l)h'2,

independent of n. The first proof is the same as in [2] with further precision; the

second uses two well-known but far from trivial facts: the Bochner-Hecke formula

and the Beckner-Hausdorff-Young inequality.

For p < 2, Holder's inequality gives the upper bound 1 and a lower bound

independent of n can be found by using the preceding part and interpolation.

Similar results can be obtained for any polynomial of degree k and any sphere

in Rn using the decomposition of the polynomial restricted to the sphere as a sum

of spherical harmonics. Some other consequences are also given.

We use the same notation for the spherical harmonic Yk defined on 5"_1 and

the solid harmonic defined in all Rn which are related by Yk(x) — Yfcfx/lxDIxl*1.

We are indebted to José L. Rubio de Francia for suggesting certain applications

and improvements to this paper.

2. The main theorem and its two proofs.

THEOREM l.   Let Yk be a spherical harmonic of degree k in R". Then, ifp > 2,

\\Yk\\p<(p-l)h/2\\Yk\\2.

PROOF. We use induction on k. Let k = 1. By rotation it is enough to prove

the theorem for Fi(u) = ux. But a simple computation gives

r(n/2)r((p+l)/2)^¡Lju i\pdcr(u) =
IS"-1!./*»- 7rVar((n + p)/2)
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and IIY1H2 = n-1/2; then it follows from the properties of the gamma function that

iiniiP/imi|2<(p-i)1/2.

Assume now the theorem for k — 1 and let Yk be a spherical harmonic of degree

k. We claim that it is enough to obtain

(1) H*fcllp< U(fcP+n_2))      HIVF*Hlp    with equality for p = 2.

In fact, the induction hypothesis and Minkowski's inequality imply

llivniiip^p-ip-^iiivnii^
and then using (1) successively with Lp- and L2-norms, we get

= ('-^(%^f\iy*h<(P->nnh-
Finally we prove (1).  From the homogeneity of solid harmonic Yk and Green's

formula we have

/       \Yk\pdo=j[       lYfcl*-1 sgnn^ da
jrs„-i kjsn-i du

= \l       VilYtl"-1 sgnyfc) VYfcdx
* J\x\<\

= Eri Í    inr2|vyfc|2dx
K      J\x\<l

= ,(,P71    „ /       \Ykr2\VYk\2do-.
k(kp + n — 2) 7s"-1

When p = 2 we get the equality in (1); for p > 2, just apply Holder's inequality

with exponents p/(p — 2) and p/2.    D

The second way to prove Theorem 1 gives a somewhat more precise result:

THEOREM   l'.   Let Yk be a spherical harmonic of degree k,2 < p < 00 and

l/p+l/q = 1.  Then,

\\Yk\\P<(p-l)k/2\\Yk\\q.

Theorem 1 follows immediately because of \\Yk\\q < HYclh-

PROOF. Bochner-Hecke's formula states that

(2) 5(e-"|x|2lfc(x)) = i-ke'^2Yk(t:)

(# is the Fourier transform and Yk is here the solid harmonic; see Stein [4, p. 71].)

The Hausdorff-Young inequality can be written in the form

Mf)\\Ln^)<(ql/qlp1'nn,2\\f\\L,(^)

(see Beckner [1]). When this inequality is applied to (2), taking into account that

ILP(R")        7rkp/2p(kp+n)/2Y(n/2) ' V
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we get

(3)
p\k/2 r((kq-r-n)/2)1/gT(n/2)1/P

Yk\\q - \g)      r((Àcp + n)/2)1/îT(n/2)1/î'

linn<

Since logT is a convex function in (0, oo), the last factor is < 1 and the theorem is

proved.    D

The function Yt(x) = (xi + ix2)k is harmonic and homogeneous of degree k. If

we compute the Lp-norm of its restriction to 5n_1 we see that the preceding results

are sharp in the following sense: for constants independent of n, no exponent less

than k/2 can appear in the right-hand side of Theorems 1 and 1'; in fact

\\Yk\\P
sup < c(k)pk'2.

n    \\Yk\\2

3. Some consequences, (a) Theorem 1 and the method of rotations give the

following: Let {Yj} be a basis of the linear space of spherical harmonics of degree

k in Rn and d(k, n) its dimension. If we normalize the Y3 in such a way that

\\YA\2 = d(k,n)~1/2 and define the operators {RjfYXO = Yj(f/|f|)/(£), there
then exists Cp¿ independent of n such that

1/2 I

<C,p,k\ 1 < p < 00,

1.   This was ourwith Cp,k = 0(p1+k'2),  p -> oo, and = 0((p - l)"1), ;

motivation for Theorem 1 and can be seen in [2].

(b) For p < 2, a lower bound for ||Yc||p/||Yc||p can be obtained from Theorem 1,

namely

Corollary 2. lfo<p<2,

\\Ykh<ek«2^-V\\Yk\\p.

PROOF. Let s > 2. By interpolation and Theorem 1

\\Ykh < \\Yk\0\Yk\\l-$ <(s- D^^WYkWlWYkWl-6

with 1/2 = e/p + (1 - 0)/s. Then,

II J A: 112  ^ l.*        *■} ||I K ||p

and the corollary follows from

inf (S - !)(!-•)/• = lim(s - i)d-«)/« = e2(2/P-i).    n

(c) Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 have the following similar versions in the case of

arbitrary polynomials.

COROLLARY 3.   Let Pk be any polynomial of degree k and S any sphere in R™.

Then, if 2 < p < oo,

hLwm
i/p

da\
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and if0<p<2,

w\Lm2d-Ti4kt2"-')(w\Lm,é'ï"'
PROOF. Since translation and dilation change a polynomial into another of the

same degree, it will be enough to prove the result for S = Sn~1. But on Sn~1,

Pk — ¿2j=o ^3 w^iere Yj is a spherical harmonic of degree j. By Theorem 1,

k k

iiftiip<¿iiir,-ii,<£(p-i)''/aityiiia

3=0 7=0

and the first part of the corollary is a consequence of the orthogonality of the Yj

after applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

The second part follows from the first as in the proof of Corollary 2.      D

(d) The size of the constants in Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 makes it possible to

give an estimate of exponential type with constant independent of n.

COROLLARY 4. Let Pk be a polynomial of degree k in Rn. Then, for any sphere
S in Rn

\S\Js
exp

Pk(u) r>
do(u) <C(k,X)

is       \\\Pkh\
with a constant independent of n if X < 2/k (also for X = 2/k if fc > 6).

(e) The following application is based on a result in probability theory.

Let y(") = (Yi,..., Y„,0,0,... ), n = 1,2,..., be random variables such that

(Yi,... ,Yn) are uniformly distributed in a sphere of Rn of radius rn = (n/2ir)1/2

and let X = (X\,..., Xm,... ) be a random variable with Xx,..., Xm,... inde-

pendent and having exp(—7r|x|2) as distribution function. Then, the sequence Y^

converges to X in law.

This result is known and can be easily proved. If En(f) stands for the expectation

of / with respect to Y^ and E(f) is the expectation with respect to X, we have

lim En(f) = E(f).
n—kx>

Taking now as / the pth power of a polynomial of degree k and using Corollary 3

we have

COROLLARY 5. Let X = (XX:... ,Xn,...) be a random variable where the

Xi are independent and have exp(—7r|x|2) as distribution function. If P(X) is a

polynomial of degree k in the variables X\,... ,Xn,... the following reverse Holder

inequalities hold.

E'\p\py/P < pk/2E(\P\2Y'2,        2 < p < oo,

E(\P\2Y'2 < 4fc(2/P-i)£(|p|P)i/Pí        o < p < 2.

(f) Upper bounds for the quotient ||Yfc||p/||Yfe||2, 2 < p < oo, are interesting also

in the study of Bochner-Riesz operators on the sphere. In that case the dimension

n of the underlying space is kept fixed and the interest is in the behaviour of the

quotient for k —* oo. Sharp bounds have been obtained by C. Sogge [3].

(4) \\Yk\\p/\\Yk\\2=0(ka^)
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where
a(p) = (n - 2)(p - 2)/4p    if 2 < p < 2n/(n - 2),

= (n - 2)/2 - (n - l)/p    if 2n/(n - 2) < p < oo.

From the proof of Theorem 1' and more precisely from inequality (3) it follows

immediately that

\\Yk\\p/\\Yk\\q = 0(k^-l^-2^2p).

But, if we put ||Yfc||2 instead of ||Yc||g the bound we get for the quotient is not sharp

and it does not apply to obtaining nontrivial results for Bochner-Riesz operators.

Using (4) we can get in a trivial way the bound 0(k2a^) for the quotient

||Yfc||p/||Yfc||a.  It is easily verified that 2a(p) is less than our exponent when p is

close to 2 and bigger when p is close to oo (for n > 3).
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